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The existence of finitely generated maximal Cohen-Macaulay modules over a 
local (noetherian) ring A has far reaching consequences for the ring A. See for 
example [3, p. 1211. In this note we observe some consequences for the ring A of 
the existence of maximal Cohen-Macaulay A -modules which, though not finitely 
generated, are nice in other ways. It has been shown by M. Hochster that any 
equicharacteristic local ring has maximal Cohen-Macaulay modules and that the 
existence of such modules can be used to settle man important questions in 
commutative algebra [4, 51. Hochster asked in [4] if maximal Cohen-Macaulay 
modules with good properties can be constructed and in [5] he showed for example 
that equicharacteristic local rings A have modules which are separated and 
(x)-regular for every system of parameters (x) = (xl,. . ., xd) of A. In [2] P. Griffith 
showed that if A is an equicharacteristic omplete local ring which is a module 
finite extension of a complete regular local ring R, then a maximal 
Cohen-Macaulay A-module can be obtained which is a countably generated free 
R-module. In this note we set some limits to this theme by showing that some of the 
properties of a nice maximal Cohen-Macauley A -module are reflected in the ring 
A. In particular if A is a complete equicharacteristic local ring, and has a separated 
A-module of finite projective dimension which is (x)-regular for every system of 
parameters (x) of A, then A is Cohen-Macaulay. 
1 
This paper supplements the work of Griffiith [2], and to keep this note short we 
assume the reader has a copy of his paper. We adhere to the terminology of [2,4]. 
Let A, m be a local ring, M an A -module con 
F, and let x ., xl be a regular sequence 
M/(x1, . l .y x1 has a basic A /(xl, . . ., xl)- 
. Same proof as f2, roposition 2.91. 
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Let A be a complete local ring which is a finite module over the complete regular 
local ring R. Let M be a separated A-module which is (x)-regular for some system 
of parameters (x) of R. Then it follows from Lemma 1 that M is (x)-regular for 
every system of parameters (x) of R. Indeed M has a basic R-submodule by [2, 
Proposition 2.71. Thus since any system of parameters of R is an R -sequence [7, p. 
105, Theorem 291, Lemma 1 applies. This strengthens [2, Corollary 3.21 by showing 
that any separated (x)..regu,,_ tar A-module M has the property that any permutation 
of Xl’, . . ., xff is M-regular. 
Lemma 2. Let A, m be a complete equicharacteristic local ring, (x) a system of 
parameters of A a& M an (x)-regular separated A-module. Then 
M/x,M, M/(x,, x2)M, . . ., Md,‘(xl, . . ., G)M are separated A -modules. 
Proof. Let k be a coefkient field for A, and let R, m. be the complete regular 
local ring k [[m[, . . ., xd]]. ‘I hen A is a finite R -module. (See [9, p. 2931.) Since M is a 
separated A -module it k a separated R-module, and hence has a basic R - 
submodule [2, Proposition 2.71. Thus M/(x,, . . ., xr)M is separated as an R-module 
by Lemma 1. But since rn/ G mOA for some j, M/(x*,. . ., x,)M is separated as an 
A -module. 
Lemma 3. Let A be a noetherian ring, M an A-module, x E A an M-regular 
element such that nz,, x”M = 0, and let p E Ass(M). Then there exists a q E 
Ass(M/xM) such that p + XA c q. 
Proof. This is the same as the proof given in [7, p. 98, Lemma 11. 
Theorem 1. Ler A, m be an equicharacteristic complete local ring, and let M be a 
separated A-module which is (x)-regular for some system of parameters x1, . . ., xd of 
A. Then dim A/p = d for every p E Ass(M). 
Proof. We use induction on d, the assertion being clear for d = 0. Let 
p E Ass(M). Then by Lemma 3 p + xlA G q for some q F. Ass(M/xl M). Thus to 
complete thie proof it suffices to show that M/x,M is separated. This follows from 
Lemma 2. 
Corolfary 1. T,lie module M in the above theorem is torsion free. 
Proof. If a! is a zero divisor on M, then ~16: p for some associated prime of M. But 
by the above theorem tp is minimal so consists of zero divisors. 
th and as in the theorem, if 
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Proof. In this case every minimal prime p E Spec(A) is in Ass(M). 
This result has a partial converse. Let A, m have dim A /pi = d for all minimal 
primes pl, . . .,pn, and assume A contains a field. Then for each i there is a 
separated A /pi-module M; which is (x)-regular for every system of parameters (x) 
of A /pi [S, p. 148, Theorem 5.71. Then M = &=I Mi is a separated maximal 
Cohen-Macaulay module which has Supp(M) = Spec(A). 
Thmrem 2. Let A, m be a complete equicharacteristic local ring, (x) a system of 
parameters for A, and M an (x)-regular A-module which contains a basic 
submodule. Then A is Cohen-Macaulay. 
Proof. We will show that (x) is an A -sequence. Let F be a basic submiDdule of M. 
Since Ass(A ) = Ass(F) c Ass(M), then every p E Am(A) is minimal by Theorem 
1. Thus since xl is not contained in any minimal prime of A, x1 is a regular element 
of A. By Lemma 2 M/x, M is separated and it follows that F/xIF is a basic 
submodule of M/xl M. Thus using induction we may assume that Zzr. a ., Xd is a 
A /x1 A -sequence, and the result follows. 
It is shown in [5, p. 148, Theorem 5.71 that if A is any equicharacteristic local 
ring, then there exists a separated A-module M which is (x)-regular for every 
system of parameters (x) of A. The following result gives a sufficient condition for 
such an A-module to have a basic A-submodule. 
Proposition 3. Let M be a separated A-module which is (x)-regular for every 
system of parameters (x) of A. Thevt M is A -flat if and only if M has finite projective 
dimension. If this holds M has a basic submodule. 
Proof. For any flat A-module N, the projective dimension of N is < Krull dim A 
[8, p. 85, Corollary 3.2.71. Conversely, if M has finite projective dimension, then 
straight-forward modifications of [5, p. 147, Lemma 5.51 shows that M is A -flat. 
The last assertion follows from [l, Lemma 2.21. 
2 
Let A, m be a complete local ring which is a module-finite ring extension of a 
complete regular local ring (R, mo). In [4] M. Hochster asked for a classification of
the maximal Cohen-Macaulay A -modules, and suggested the R -free A -modules 
as a possibility, If (x) is a system of parameters of R, t en since an A -module 
(x)-regular as an A-module if and only 
that R-free (or R -flat) A -modules are 
showed that the module constructed by ster r5, p. 1471, can b 
produce an A-module which is R-free and count ably generated. It sill seems 
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feasible that in fact any countably generated separated (x)-regular A-module is 
R-free. That any &)-regular separated A-module is R-flat follows from [2, 
Proposition 2.101. The following properties play a role in this and we summarize 
some implications between them. Thus let A, m be a local ring and consider the 
following properties of a separated A-module M. 
(I) M is A -flat. 
(II) M has a basic A-submodule, 
(III) M is (x)-regular for every system of parameters (x) of A. 
(IV) M is (x)-regular for -me system of parameters (x) of A. 
(V) Exti(M, m) = 0. 
(1) (I) * (II) by [l, Lemna 2.21. 
(2) If A is Cohen-Macaula v then (II) + (III) by Lemma 1. 
(3) If M has &ite projecke dimension, then (III) + (I) by Proposition 3. 
(4) If A is complete in the ‘tjt -adic topology, then (I) =S (V) by [6, Theorem 1). 
(5) (V) + (II) by [2, Lemma 2.1). 
(6) If A is a complete regular local ring then (I) through (V) are equivalent since 
then (IV) + (I) by [2, Proposition 2.101. 
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